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CERTIFICATE
GROUP OF FIVE STONE AGE TOOLS
SPAIN (50 to 10,000 BC)
Ex collection Museo Arqueologico de Séville
MATERIAL AND TECHNIQUE: a group consisting of five flint-cut tools with vitreous
chips, including chisels, blades and a drill. The flints are composed of a very hard siliceous
sedimentary rock generally consisting of close to pure chalcedony and impurities such as oxides
and quartz, which determine the colour. Flint is formed from seawater or in silica-saturated
lakes as a result of eruptions from volcanoes. Due to its ability to split into sharp edges (known
as conchoidal breaks), flint was used very early on by man for the manufacturing of tools. With
percussion, rocks rich in iron or an iron tool can also produce the sparks required to make a fire.
Excellent state of preservation. Fine design of the edges.
ORIGIN: the presence of hominids in Andalusia dates back to the Lower Palaeolithic period.
The main settlement areas are located in the Upper Guadalquivir area and south of the Sierra
Morena. Both of these areas were important communication routes for hunter-gatherers.
Following this period the Neanderthal man experienced climatic upheavals, which led to the use
of caves, as seen in Gibraltar and Pinar. With the glacial retreat, the Homo sapiens settled all
over Andalusia, developing a widely reputed rock art at the same time as a lithic industry.
DIMENSIONS: Length: between 6.5 cm (2.5”) and 9.7 cm (3.8”)
PROVENANCE: Ex Dr M.G. Weller collection, Great Britain. These objects were found on
Vaciamadrid River Terraces, Manzana area near Madrid, Spain before 1950.
MUSEOGRAPHY: formerly owned by the Museo Arqueologico of Seville. One of the most
important museums in Spain, it traces the history of prehistoric man, Iberian and Tartessian
(people from Libya), as well as the Phoenicians, Greeks, Carthaginians and Romans.
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